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Abstract 
Virtual imaging, image manipulation and morphometric methods are 

increasingly used in medicine and the natural sciences. Virtual imaging 

hardware and image manipulation software allows us to readily visualise, 

explore, alter, repair and study digital objects. This suite of equipment and 

tools combined with statistical tools for the study of form variation and 

covariation using Procrustes based analyses of landmark coordinates, 

geometric morphometrics, makes possible a wide range of studies of human 

variation pertinent to biomedicine. These tools for imaging, quantifying and 

analysing form have already led to new insights into organismal growth, 

development and evolution and offer exciting prospects in future biomedical 

applications. This chapter presents a review of commonly used methods for 

digital acquisition, extraction and landmarking of anatomical structures and 

of the common geometric morphometric statistical methods applied to 

investigate them: generalised Procrustes analysis to derive shape variables, 

principal component analysis to examine patterns of variation, multivariate 
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regression to examine how form is influenced by meaningful factors and  

partial least squares analysis to examine associations among structures or 

between these and other interesting variables. An example study of human 

facial and maxillary sinus ontogeny illustrates these approaches.  

 
Keywords: Virtual imaging, Geometric morphometrics, medical 

investigation, maxillary sinuses, Procrustes shape analysis 

 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Imaging 3D anatomy 
 
Virtual study of the anatomy of living and extinct species, our natural 

heritage, and that of our cultural products, such as artefacts and 

buildings, is dependent on the methodologies available to image, 

reconstruct and investigate them (Bourne, 2010; Weber and 

Bookstein, 2011; Profico et al., 2018). The digital revolution has 

provided a series of innovative and non-invasive tools for the study of 

objects and biological structures. In the past 20 years, through 

advances in mathematics, computer science and physics, digital 

acquisition of data representing the 3D form of objects has become 

cheap and readily available.   Disciplines such as palaeontology 

(Sutton et al., 2016), anthropology (Weber, 2014), forensics, 

medicine (Howerton and Mora, 2008), archaeology (Luhmann et al., 

2006) and geography (Smith et al., 2016) apply these techniques to 

questions in evolutionary biology, functional morphology, biological 
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anthropology, medicine, ancient artefacts, geomorphology and to 

teaching. The advent of modern digital technologies has made it 

possible to easily visualize, manipulate, alter and explore objects in 

fine detail and extract information that would hardly be accessible 

without damaging specimens. Additionally, they allow us to process 

large datasets and perform complex analyses very rapidly (Bruner and 

Manzi, 2006).  

As digital image acquisition has become readily available and 

increasingly applied in science, the technologies and methods that 

facilitate the study of these images have also expanded (Goel et al., 

2016; Toennies, 2017; Sadler, 2018). Computerised tomography (CT-

scanning) is an important and commonly used imaging modality 

applied to the study of internal and external form. In acquiring images 

the object is exposed to x-rays from different directions (e.g. by 

rotating the x-ray source or object) while multiple x-ray detectors 

capture the data required to reconstruct a contiguous series of slices. 

These can then be reconstructed as a volume or a 3D surface mesh 

(Brenner and Hall, 2007; Mettler Jr. et al., 2000).  The resulting 

volume is rendered as voxels with shades (levels) of grey reflecting 

the degree of attenuation and so, the radiodensity of each tissue, 

measured in Hounsfield units (Razi et al., 2014; Hounsfield, 1973; 

Mah et al., 2010).  CT scanning is widely applied in medicine and 

biomedical research. It produces detailed volumetrically accurate 

images of internal and external structures but presents a few issues 

with regard to image quality. One such issue is that CT scans may 
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contain artefacts, defined as any systematic discrepancy between the 

CT reconstruction and the true attenuation coefficients of the object 

(Barrett and Keat, 2004). Physics-based artefacts result from the 

physical processes of beam hardening involved in the acquisition of 

CT data. Patient-based artefacts can be caused by the presence of 

high-density material such as metal. The CT-scan device can cause 

ring artefacts, due to imperfections in the detector elements such as a 

calibration error in the detector array, while helical and multisection 

artefacts are caused by the helical interpolation and reconstruction 

process. Whatever their nature, artefact presence can damage the final 

resolution of the slices and therefore impact segmentation, anatomical 

investigation and clinical diagnosis (Goerres et al., 2002; Sijbers and 

Postnov, 2004; Barrett and Keat, 2004). However, with modern 

hospital CT scanners and software good quality reconstructions, 

useful in many scientific and clinical contexts can readily be made 

(Fig. 1).  
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Micro CT scanning is an increasingly common technique in biological 

work and is comparable to medical CT-scanning but uses a more 

focussed x-ray beam and detectors with small pixel patches to image 

on a smaller scale and at much higher resolution (Ritman, 2002). With 

current, commonly available microCT scanners objects as large as 

200 millimetres in diameter can be scanned with pixel sizes as small 

as 100 nanometres. Feldkamp et al., (1989) noted that micro-CT 

offers advantages over histology in preserving sample integrity, being 

less time consuming and in readily allowing 3D structure to be 

appraised. However, exposure to high levels of ionizing radiation in 

micro-CT means that this approach is unsuitable for in vivo biological 

Fig. 1 Volume rendering of a human skull from a stack of CT-scans. An orthoslice 

is shown in the sagittal plane. Internal cavities and bone densities are clearly visible
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work (Willekens et al., 2010). In the study of fossils and archeological 

material, micro-CT has largely replaced older and more invasive 

approaches used to remove sediment or isolate fragments 

(Cunningham et al., 2014). 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a cross-sectional imaging 

technique that uses the magnetic properties of materials to visualize 

structures in the body (Van Der Straeten, 2013). In brief, it differs 

from CT scanning in that no ionising radiation is used, rather, in 

medicine images are created using a strong magnetic field and radio 

frequency energy to visualise water content throughout the volume of 

the body region. In contrast to CT, MRI results in detailed images of 

soft tissues. Both CT and MRI techniques are volumetric methods, 

capturing internal morphology and allowing exploration of the 

internal anatomy of animals, organs and tissues.  

Rather than the volume of an object, the form of the external surface 

is all that is required for many studies. One of the most commonly 

used approaches to surface digitisation is through the reconstruction 

of a 3D surface from a series of images in which the surface is 

illuminated by projection of either a single line of illumination (e.g. 

from a laser; Fig. 2) or a more complex pattern (stereoscopic 

structured light scanning) onto the surface. Both of these use one or 

multiple cameras to capture images of the projection, which appears 

distorted according to surface topography. A function is then used to 

reconstruct surface topography from these images and to represent it 

as a 3D polygon mesh. The camera and light source are placed 
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asymmetrically so that the device can assess depth as the bands of the 

light curve over the surface of the scanned item (Weber and 

Bookstein, 2011). Stereoscopic structured light scanning can be used 

to rapidly and non-invasively generate surface meshes of single 

objects (Niven et al., 2009). It is used in a wide range of research and 

museum applications to accurately record surface morphology 

(McPherron et al., 2009).  However, it has limitations. If the object is 

reflective or lacking in surface texture, scanners will often fail to 

acquire and perform an accurate rendering of the surface (Gupta et al., 

2011, Slizewski and Semal 2009). Further, stereoscopic structured 

light scanning is very sensitive to lighting conditions, camera 

placement and the number of images used to acquire the surface, 

which means that acquisition may need to be repeated several times 

until the right conditions for a particular object are found.   
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Photogrammetry shares with light projection methods the capturing 

of a series of images from varying viewpoints as the basis for 

reconstructing three-dimensional 3D surface topology. It is not a new 

technique but has recently seen a substantial revival of interest in 

applications within the natural sciences (Bates et al., 2010; 

Falkingham, 2011; Evin et al., 2016; Buzi et al., 2018; Sadler 2018). 

Photogrammetry technology comes from computer science and uses 

stereo-reconstruction techniques to transform images (taken from 

multiple viewpoints, by moving the camera around the object or by 

rotating the object itself) in two to three dimensions (Fig. 3). 

Fig.2 Schematic illustration of the principles of a laser scanner: a single line of laser 

light is projected on the surface of interest, reflected and received by the detector. 

This operation is repeated from multiple angles until the whole surface is scanned 
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Photogrammetry identifies matching points between overlapping 

images taken from different viewpoints and uses the apparent 

movement of these points between images to reconstruct 3D surface 

topography (Verhoeven, 2011). It is not as accurate as projection 

methods (Katz and Friess, 2014), but Evin et al. (2016) show that it 

can produce results of acceptable accuracy and it has the benefit that 

by capturing surface texture maps photorealistic colour renderings 

can be generated.   

Photogrammetry has wide applicability and offers portability and low 

equipment costs. It permits rapid data collection in the field due to its 

ease of use and allows the reproduction not only of isolated bones and 

archaeological artefacts but also of entire excavation sites as well as 

geo-referenced data for topographical, ecological and archaeological 

studies (Sapirstein, 2016). These factors and the fact that all that is 

needed is a good camera and software (e.g. Agisoft Photoscan, 2014, 

and increasing numbers of mobile phone apps) to capture and process 

the images and obtain coloured textured meshes add to its utility and 

applicability.  

In photogrammetry, meticulous planning (and testing) of lighting 

conditions and of the scheme of photography are vital to ensure 

precise rather than simply aesthetically pleasing topographic 

reconstructions (Dellepiane et al., 2013). It is vital that lighting is 

even, to avoid blind spots and so, errors in the final 3D surface. In 

addition, a good camera with appropriate lens and settings are 

important to ensure accuracy (Nicolae et al., 2014).  
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1.2 Potential of 3D imaging in medical diagnosis and anatomical 
investigation 
 
3D Medical imaging has evolved dramatically in the past few decades 

and is applied widely in detection and differential analysis of 

pathology and abnormalities (Doi, 2007; Sun, 2007; Chhabra et al., 

2013; Schmidle et al., 2014). High-resolution, three-dimensional 

volumetric image data can be rapidly acquired and 3D visualization, 

multiplanar reformation and navigation through image volumes and 

surfaces underpins diagnosis in many fields of medicine. Digital 

Fig 3 The construction of a photogrammetry model of a human skull. Pictures are 

taken around the object and from at least two different perspectives 
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imaging applications have impacted care across a range of medical 

specialisations (e.g. Heiland et al., 2004; Joel et al., 2004; Bradley, 

2008; Norouzi et al., 2014). Virtual methods of surgical simulation 

based on imaging data facilitate preoperative experimentation, 

improving planning of surgical treatment and potentially reducing 

patient risk (Meehan et al., 2003)  

An emerging technique, rapid prototyping, can 3D print anatomical 

objects from 3D models. Physical printed models can be useful for 

surgeons in planning treatment as well as for training and teaching. 

Patients can also benefit from rapid prototyping by touching and 

looking at a physical model to improve their understanding of both 

the condition and the planned surgical intervention (Rengier et al., 

2010).  Thus, at present we are in the middle of a major transformation 

of how imaging is applied in medicine, through developments in 

virtual and physical reconstruction and modelling. These 

developments are opening up new possibilities for anatomical and 

medical investigation, detection and treatment (Tzou et al., 2011). 
 
 
1.3 Quantification of morphology and analyses of variation: 

Geometric Morphometrics 
 

Quantification of the form of virtual representations of anatomy, no 

matter how acquired, is necessary if we are to compare them in the 

context of diagnosis, planning and review.   In this section we describe 
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how the use of linear and angular measurements to study form 

variation has been superseded in many applications in organismal 

biology by landmark based, geometric morphometric, methods. We 

illustrate how these landmark based approaches can be employed in 

biomedicine by applying them to the study of craniofacial growth in 

humans. We show how segmented images of human crania are 

reconstructed, landmarked and semilandmarked, and then how a 

model of maxillary growth can be derived from these data through a 

principal component analysis (PCA) and multivariate regression of 

form on centroid size. Further, we describe the application of 2-block 

partial least squares analysis (PLS) to assessment of the strength and 

nature of association between two related anatomical structures, and 

illustrate this by investigating how maxillary sinus form covaries with 

the form of the facial skeleton.  

The sample comprises CT-scans of an ontogenetic series of modern 

humans (N=60). These were segmented semi-automatically using the 

software tool Avizo 9.0 (FEI Visualization). Because these scans are 

of dry bones, contrast is good between skull and air.  Therefore, the 

initial segmentation was performed using a single global threshold, 

estimated by the histogram method (Pun, 1980) to maximize the 

inclusion of bone material in the resulting virtual reconstruction of the 

skulls. A second global threshold was applied to segment the 

maxillary sinus bone material. This semi-automatic segmentation 

often resulted in errors in the reconstruction of the orbital and nasal 

walls of the sinuses.  This is because, when CT-scanning, the acquired 
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signal is sampled and not continuous and the effect of partial volume 

averaging becomes apparent after thresholding (Spoor et al., 1993). 

Therefore, thresholding of both cranium and sinuses was reviewed, 

slice by slice, so that the presence of unwanted elements (such as the 

scanning bed) and errors in segmentation (small holes in thin-bone 

structures such as the eye sockets and sinus medial walls) were 

manually fixed using the brush-tool available in Avizo 9.0. An 

example reconstructed cranium with highlighted maxillary sinus is 

shown in Fig 4.  
 

Fig 4 Mesh rendering of a maxillary sinus in a modern human adult specimen after 

segmentation and reconstruction 
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Comparative morphological analysis has always played a central role 

in biological and medical studies (Adams et al., 2004). Qualitative 

descriptions of morphology have utility and a long-established history 

of application but are inherently subjective and lack repeatability. 

With the advent of multivariate statistical approaches in the mid-

twentieth century, sets of linear measurements, indices and angles 

were used to explore shape variations and evaluate morphological 

differences between taxa (Sneath and Sokal, 1962; Blackith and 

Reyment, 1971; Bookstein, 1998).  

Linear measurements between anatomical points (landmarks) 

individually describe the distance between them, while more than two 

measurements begin to describe the form, defined as the size and 

shape of an object. Multiple measurements taken on a sample can be 

submitted to multivariate analysis to assess and describe form 

variation. The use of linear measurements is well established and, 

with angular measurements formed the basis what became known as 

multivariate morphometrics (Blackith and Reyment,1971; Mardia et 

al., 1979). If we are interested in shape, measurements can be scaled 

before further analysis. Visualisation of the results of multivariate 

morphometric analyses of form or shape based on linear 

measurements is possible if the measurements are designed in such a 

way that the original geometry of the object can be reconstructed (e.g 

in Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis, EDMA; Lele and 

Richtsmeier, 1991; Richtsmeier et al., 1993 a,b; Adams et al., 2004; 

and truss measures,  Strauss and Bookstein, 1982). 
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However, the use of linear measurements or angles to describe shape 

is problematic. The key issue is that after scaling of interlandmark 

distances or using angles, the resulting shape spaces have undesirable 

statistical properties (independent isotropic error at landmarks does 

not result in isotropic distributions in the resulting shape spaces) and 

are a poor choice for statistical analysis (Rohlf, 2000). 

The issue of how to compare objects based on landmark coordinates 

was the subject of intense debate and discovery in the 1980’s and 

1990’s (Bookstein 1982; 1991; 1996; O’Higgins and Dryden, 1992; 

Richtsmeier and Lele, 1993; O'Higgins and Dryden, 1993; Marcus 

and Corti, 1996; Dryden and Mardia, 1998; Rohlf 1999) and led to 

the advent of geometric morphometrics (GM), a set of morphometric 

methods that caused a shift in the way in which biological structures 

were measured and investigated in many disciplines (Rohlf & 

Marcus, 1993; Slice et al., 2007). Thus, the statistical foundations of 

geometric morphometrics (GM) led to the development of a powerful 

set of tools for the investigation of shape variation and covariation 

that have been widely applied to the study of organismal growth, 

development and evolution (Roth & Mercer 2000; Cobb & 

O’Higgins, 2004; Mitteroecker et al., 2004; Goergen et al., 2017).  

Increasing numbers of clinical and surgical studies have applied GM 

to study morphological changes in development, growth or pathology, 

to identify associations among skeletal units and between them and 

related soft tissues, to recognise proper and abnormal growth and 
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development and to document variation in anatomical structures 

(Hajeer et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2004).   

In GM the geometry of an object, its form, is described using the 

landmark coordinates themselves, rather than measurements taken 

between them (Zelditch et al., 2012). To be comparable, these 

coordinates have to be equivalent in some sense, which means that 

they must correspond to points that are believed to have ‘the same’ 

developmental, evolutionary or functional significance (whichever is 

pertinent to the question) in different organisms (O’Higgins 1997; 

Bookstein, 1997 a; Oxnard and O’Higgins, 2009).  

Landmarks can be placed on 2D (X-rays, pictures) and 3D surfaces 

(mesh rendering from CT-scan, laser scan or photogrammetry) and 

should be chosen to provide an adequate representation of the object 

under study in relation to the question at hand (O’Higgins 1997; Lele 

and Richtsmeier, 2001; Oxnard and O’Higgins, 2009). When 

equivalent points between specimens are scarce, semilandmarks 

(defined as those that lie on curves or surfaces but with ill defined 

exact location on the curve or surface; Bookstein, 1997 b; 

Mitteroecker & Gunz, 2009) can be applied, as long as a sufficient 

number of equivalent landmarks can be used as a fixed reference to 

control subsequent sliding over surfaces and curves  to minimise error 

in the location of semilandmarks. The sliding procedure iteratively 

adjusts the positions of the semilandmarks until either the Procrustes 

distance or bending energy between the reference specimen (also 

estimated iteratively) and that being landmarked is minimal.  
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Minimisation of Procrustes distances takes the locations of all fixed 

landmarks equally into account (global form) to guide the sliding, 

whereas the minimisation of bending energy gives greater weight to 

landmarks near the surface or curve on which they are to be slid. The 

choice of Procrustes distance or bending energy leads to different 

eventual semilandmark positions and so, different estimates of 

differences among specimens. The choice should be guided by which 

criterion seems most appropriate to the question. Most often in 

applications to crania, minimisation of bending energy (see warping, 

below) has been preferred because this slides semilandmarks based 

on local rather than global aspects of form (Gunz et al., 2005). After 

sliding, landmarks and semilandmarks each have the same weight in 

subsequent statistical analyses (Gunz and Mitteroecker, 2013).  
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Figure 5 illustrates the landmarks and semilandmarks recorded on the 

3D surface mesh of each cranium from the ontogenetic series 

described above. These cover the external and internal surfaces of the 

face, base and cranial vault. Six landmarks were also located on the 

surface of each maxillary sinus. Since the sinuses almost totally lack 

identifiable equivalent anatomical landmarks, five of these were 

defined with respect to the Frankfurt plane (most lateral, inferior, 

superior, anterior and posterior). The sixth is an anatomical landmark, 

at the ostium.   

 

Fig 5 Landmark (green) and semilandmark configuration (light blue for the facial 

skeleton and dark blue for the frontal bone) used for the study of midfacial and sinus 

morphology shown on a human skull 
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Once landmarks have been collected the form of specimens can be 

compared pairwise, visually, in terms of warpings between them, or 

patterns of variation within the entire sample can be assessed using 

Procrustes based statistical analyses.  

Warping of meshes representing surfaces or of volumes of specimens 

involves interpolation of differences in landmark configurations to the 

space in the vicinity of the landmarks, occupied by virtual objects 

representing surfaces or volumes. Thus, differences between two 

landmark configurations are used to smoothly warp surface meshes or 

volumes representing the anatomical structure on which the landmark 

configurations were taken. The two configurations are termed the 

reference configuration (the original object surface or volume) and 

the target configuration (into which the object will be warped). They 

could be two specimens or represent objects at opposite poles of a 

vector of interest arising from statistical analyses, as described below.   

In GM, warping is most commonly achieved using two (for 2D) or 

three (for 3D) thin plate splines (TPS) as interpolating functions. The 

thin plate spline comprises a uniform (uniform stretchings and shears) 

and a non-uniform component. It interpolates differences in relative 

landmark locations to the space between them, minimising a quantity 

from the non-uniform component known as the bending energy, 

analogised as the energy required to deform a thin, uniform metal 

sheet. The ‘metal sheet’ is constrained at landmark coordinates but 

otherwise free to adopt the form that requires the minimum bending 

energy. This leads to a smooth interpolation of the space between 
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landmarks (Mitteroecker and Gunz, 2009). As noted above bending 

energy is commonly minimized by the algorithm used to slide 

semilandmarks. This is because bending energy is larger for localised 

deformations than global ones of the same magnitude. Thus,  so 

sliding of semilandmarks based on minimization of bending energy 

gives greater weight to minimization of localized ‘errors’ in their 

initial locations.  

Transformation grids (Thompson, 1917) are often used to visualise 

local variations in shape differences between two landmark 

configurations as a deformation (Fig. 6). They are calculated using 

one thin plate spline per dimension (2, for 2D or 3 for 3D data). The 

grids can be interpreted as indicating how the space in the region of a 

reference shape might be deformed into that in the region of the target 

such that landmarks in the reference map exactly into those of the 

target. The graphical representation of shape differences resulting 

from these approaches is readily interpretable in 2D but less so in 3D, 

where warping of a surface or volume as a movie or a series of ‘stills’ 

may lead to better understanding of the nature and degree of form 

differences between configurations. Care should be taken, in 

balancing the visual appeal of transformation grids against the 

underlying assumptions (e.g. smooth interpolation) in their 

construction. From a biological perspective it is important to bear in 

mind that this mapping is purely mathematical, and it is based only on 

the locations of the original landmarks (O’Higgins, 2000). 
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Beyond visually comparing differences between pairs of landmark 

configurations, GM methods allow statistical analyses of variation 

and of covariation among different configurations of landmarks or 

between a configuration and other variables of interest. Landmark 

configurations differ among objects in form (size and shape) and in 

location and orientation. Geometric morphometric analyses aim to 

Fig 6 Transformation grids showing shape differences between two human crania. 

The grids are sited in the sagittal plane and the skulls are rendered semi-transparent 

so the grids can be viewed. A regular square grid was drawn over the mean 

(reference) of the two skulls and then it was deformed into each of them (targets). 

Thus, it shows equal and opposite deformations in each that indicate the local and 

global differences in shape between the two landmark configurations 
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investigate the shape of objects, regardless of ‘size’ (specifically, 

centroid size, see below), location and orientation in space. As such 

GM relies on the computation of shape differences among objects, 

expressed as Procrustes distances.  These distances are estimated 

through generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA; Gower 1975; Kendall 

1984; Rohlf and Slice, 1990; Goodall, 1991; Dryden and Mardia, 

1993).  This proceeds by standardising centroid size (the square root 

of the sum of squared distances of a set of landmarks from their 

centroid), position and orientation of the landmark configurations 

through registration. Squared distances between equivalent 

landmarks taken on all specimens are minimized by scaling, 

translating and rotating the individual's landmark configurations. 

Scaling is carried out such that the centroid size of each configuration 

is scaled to 1 by dividing the raw landmarks by the original 

configuration centroid size. Configurations are then superimposed at 

their centroids (the arithmetic mean of all landmark coordinates) and 

iteratively rotated with respect to each other to minimize the sum of 

squared distances of the specimens from the mean shape. In the first 

iteration, the specimens are aligned to an arbitrarily chosen one, 

normally the first, and once all configurations are best fitted to this, 

the sample mean of each coordinate is computed. In subsequent 

iterations the configurations are best fitted to the mean, which is 

recomputed and used in the next iteration. The algorithm stops when 

the sum of residuals from the mean reaches a minimum, usually after 

3-5 iterations. The resulting registered landmark coordinates are 
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known as ‘shape coordinates’ and can be submitted to subsequent 

statistical analysis.   

Kendall’s shape space (Kendall 1984; Goodall, 1991; Dryden and 

Mardia, 1993) is the shape space that would arise from full Procrustes 

fitting (scaling translation and rotation of a pair of configurations) of 

every specimen to every other one. For triangles it has the form of the 

manifold of a sphere of diameter 1, and for higher dimensions is a 

hypersphere. Kendall’s shape is discussed at length in statistical texts 

(Dryden and Mardia, 1993; Weber and Bookstein, 2011).  

In practice, such a registration is not used often because it does not 

lend itself to visualisation of shape differences among a sample. 

Instead, GPA is carried out, as described above because this 

incorporates calculation of the mean shape, which can be warped to 

visualise results of statistical analyses. After GPA, specimens come 

to lie on the manifold of a hemisphere with radius =1, known as the 

hemisphere of GPA aligned coordinates (Rohlf and Slice, 1990). As 

long as variations are small, the scatter of points over this manifold 

will be concentrated and, for practical purposes, very similar to that 

on the manifold of Kendall’s shape space. The region of (Kendall’s 

or GPA) shape space that they occupy can be considered 

approximately linear and so, suitable for multivariate analyses using 

linear models (Dryden and Mardia, 1993). However, it is common to 

formally linearise the region of shape space occupied by the 

specimens under study by carrying out a tangent projection (Dryden 

and Mardia, 1993; Kent, 1994). This is rather like what cartographers 
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do, when drawing maps on flat sheets of paper, and like maps, they 

do not distort distances much over small areas near the point of 

tangency (the mean) but more so for distances at the periphery of a 

distribution.    

The tangent projected shape variables are then submitted to statistical 

analyses pertinent to the question at hand. Centroid size differences 

are also of interest and these can be used to examine how shape 

covaries with centroid size in studies of allometry or combined with 

the shape data, as an extra column in the shape coordinate data matrix 

(Mitteroecker et a., 2004; Mitteroecker et al., 2013), allowing 

analyses of form (size and shape) differences or covariances with 

other factors using standard multivariate methods. 

Ordination methods are often used to visualise the scatter of points 

representing specimens within the shape space. They allow groupings 

and modes of variation among specimens to be visualised. The most 

commonly applied ordination method in GM studies is principal 

component analysis (PCA). In this, new orthogonal (therefore 

independent and uncorrelated) variables, the principal components 

(PCs), are extracted from the matrix of shape variables previously 

computed using GPA (see above). These are linear combinations, 

(rotations of axes within the space) of the original variables, sorted by 

decreasing variance (Rohlf, 1986; Mitteroecker and Gunz, 2009; 

Zelditch et al., 2012; Klingenberg, 2013; Mitteroecker et al., 2013) 

and retain the relationships (distances) among points. They allow the 

scatter of points in the high dimensional space defined by the original 
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correlated variables to be appreciated in fewer dimensions defined by 

the first few uncorrelated PCs, while retaining as much as possible of 

the variance of the original dataset (Jolliffe, 2011).  The modes of 

shape variation represented by the PCs can readily be visualised as 

warpings of points, transformation grids, surfaces or volumes as 

described above.  

The plot in figure 7 shows the first two principal components from an 

analysis of right sided maxillary sinus form in modern humans (60 

specimens ranging from 0 to 60 years). GPA and PCA were 

performed using the R package Morpho (Schlager, 2013). PC1 

accounts for 80% of the total variance in form of the sample and this 

represents a large change in size and a change in shape with increasing 

age, while PC2 accounts for 6% of the total variance and does not 

order specimens by age. Warpings of landmarks and meshes 

representing the maxillary sinus surface drawn in position within 

example crania show that infant sinuses are narrow medio-laterally 

and elongated antero-posteriorly and that they mainly expand in the 

vertical dimension during ontogeny, paralleling the large increase in 

facial height that occurs during the same period.  
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Fig 7 Principal component analysis.  Plot of the first two principal 

components (86% of the total variance) of maxillary sinus form in a modern 

human sample. Age stages are indicated by colours: “light cyan” for infants 

up to the age of 6 years, “light green” for juveniles up to the age of 18 years 

and “dark green” for adults over the age of 18 years. The size of each point 

is proportional to the centroid size of each individual. The modes of sinus 

form variation represented by each principal component are shown (in grey) 

adjacent to each axis. These were drawn by warping the mean sinus to each 

extreme of each principal component, after which they were superimposed 
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Multivariate regression treats e.g. shape as being dependent on 

another variable of interest (such as size, time, diet etc), resulting in a 

vector of regression coefficients that indicates the change of shape per 

unit of change in the independent variable (Drake and Klingenberg, 

2007; Klingenberg, 2013). Multivariate regression allows prediction 

of specimen shape for a given value of the independent variable and 

allows computation of the proportion of total shape variance 

explained by the independent variable. By predicting shapes at 

extremes of the regression vector and computing transformation grids, 

warped surfaces or object volumes as described above, the shape 

changes along a regression vector can be visualised.  

A multivariate regression of sinus shape on centroid size, a study of 

ontogenetic allometry, was carried out using the sample of modern 

humans described above. The results show a significant (p<0.001) 

association between sinus shape and sinus size, but this is weak (R2= 

0.18), indicating that factors other than allometry are important in 

shaping sinus morphology during ontogeny. Visualisations of the 

shape differences between small and large sinuses are more or less 

identical to those shown in Fig 7 along PC1. 

Where the association between one form and another or between a 

form and a set of interesting variables (e.g describing climate, 

ecology, behaviour) is of interest partial least squares analysis (PLS) 

is an appropriate method. Two-block partial least squares analysis 

(PLS) allows the covariation between two blocks of variables to be 
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quantified and visualised. It differs from regression analysis in that 

the two sets of variables are treated symmetrically rather than as one 

set of variables being dependent on the other (Rohlf and Corti, 2000). 

Two-block partial least squares analysis performed within a 

morphometric context is also called singular warp (SW) analysis 

(Bookstein et al., 2003). It computes the linear combination of two 

sets or “blocks” of shape variables (two landmark sets) that maximise 

explained covariance between blocks. It results in pairs of singular 

axes (also known as singular warps, singular vectors, singular axes or 

PLS axes) which maximise explained covariance and which, when 

plotted against each other, visualise the associations between blocks. 

The strength of the association between blocks can be quantified for 

each pair of axes by computing Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

between the scores of each block (Hollander et al., 2013). To calculate 

the significance of this, a permutation test is used.  

The proportion of total covariance explained by each pair of axes is 

also calculated. Beyond this, PLS allows the calculation of the 

proportion of total variance in each block explained by each singular 

axis for that block (Cardini, 2018). In reporting the results of PLS 

analyses, it is important to consider the strength and significance of 

correlations, the proportion of the total covariance explained by pairs 

of singular axes and the proportion of total variance in each block 

explained by each singular axis. This is because a strong association 

between blocks does not necessarily indicate that a large proportion 

of the variance of each block is explained by the analysis.  Thus, 
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blocks can be strongly associated, but this association may account 

for a large or a small proportion of the total variance in each block. A 

strong and highly significant association that accounts for a very small 

proportion of the total variance, might have little real morphological 

or biological meaning. For visualization of the patterns of association 

in PLS analyses, the mean of each block (assuming both represent 

shape) is warped along each singular axis and the two warpings are 

presented, one for each block.  

PLS was used to examine the association between maxillary sinus 

form and the form of the face during growth and development using 

the data described earlier. The 3D coordinates for each structure were 

first transformed to shape variables using GPA and, together with the 

ln of their centroid sizes, were submitted to a PLS. Figure 8 shows a 

plot of specimen scores on the first singular warps (SW1) of the sinus 

and the midface.  

The correlation coefficient between the scores of each block on their 

respective SW1 is 0.94, p<0.001. 80% of the total variance in sinus 

form is associated with facial form and 81% of the total variance in 

facial form is associated with maxillary sinus form. Visualisations of 

the modes of associated form variation in each structure show similar 

changes to those observed in the PCA of figure 7: the sinus transforms 

from a relatively flat narrow structure to a vertically taller one while 

the face shows a degree of orbital enlargement, supero-inferior 

expansion of the zygomatico-maxillary region, an increase in nasal 

aperture and facial height.  
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1.4 Conclusions 
 
 
The foregoing description of methods for imaging, reconstruction, 

visualisation and analysis of patterns of variation and covariation of 

Fig 8 Partial least squares: a plot of the first pair of singular warps (SWs) 

from a PLS analysis of right sided maxillary sinus and facial form. Age 

stages are indicated by colours: “light cyan” for infants up to the age of 6 

years, “light green” for juveniles up to the age of 18 years and “dark green” 

for adults over the age of 18 years. The inset figures to bottom left and 

upper right show warpings of the mean maxillary sinus and facial forms to 

the minimum and maximum limits of the scatter of points on each SW    
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anatomical structures reflects the fact that we are entering an exciting 

period in the development of the anatomical sciences.  By taking up 

the opportunities offered by the readily available state of the art 

hardware and software necessary to carry out this work, anatomical 

studies in relation to medicine can extend beyond the study of form to 

that of form variation and covariation and thus provide important data 

and tools for clinical assessment. By applying geometric 

morphometric methods, patterns of anatomical form variation and 

covariation can be quantified and used to assess pathology, patterns 

of normal and abnormal growth, development, and covariation of 

skeletal and soft tissue structures. 

Thus, in this chapter, we illustrate the potential of modern imaging 

tools combined with GM by characterising normal ontogeny and 

ontogenetic interactions in the human craniofacial skeleton between 

the first few months of life and adulthood. This kind of study, carried 

out on extensive data, such as are held in the imaging departments of 

all major hospitals, could provide a modern equivalent of the growth 

standards developed by Tanner and co-workers in the middle of the 

last century (Tanner and Whitehouse, 1976). Furthermore, statistical 

models of variation can support the development of diagnostic and 

prognostic tools that facilitate identification of pathological form or 

form change.  Thus Hajeer et al., (2004) used bilateral landmarks to 

study facial asymmetry caused by dentofacial deformities. They 

assessed the magnitude of 3D asymmetry of facial soft tissues before 

and after orthognathic surgery. 3D geometric morphometrics has also 
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been used to evaluate three-dimensional changes in nasal morphology 

in patients with unilateral cleft lip and palate, treated to correct naso-

labio-alveolar deformities (Singh et al., 2005; Bugaighis et al., 2010). 

Further examples of applications include morphological analysis of 

neuroanatomical structures among adults (e.g. Free et al., 2001) or in 

a developmental context (e.g. Bookstein et al., 2001) to identify 

prenatal brain damage from alcohol and studies of thoracic volumes 

and breathing (Bastir et al., 2013; 2016).   

In this chapter we focussed on long term changes in form due to 

growth and development but much shorter period changes in form, 

such as those due to motion, are also of interest clinically, and these 

too are amenable to GM analyses. Taking the heart as an example, its 

form alters with failure and its cyclic motion changes post myocardial 

infarction. A potentially useful application of GM is in the assessment 

of changes with failure or alterations in its cyclic motion as are being 

explored by Piras and co-workers (Piras et al., 2015).     

Clearly the virtual domain presents many opportunities. We are just 

at the beginning of a phase of development of tools for imaging and 

analysis of images that promises practical technologies and 

applications with the potential to make a marked contribution in 

medical assessment, diagnosis, planning, and review.  
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